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Lollipop Contests 

Enter below to win some cool from stuff from Lollipop and our sponsors! 
Want to promote your band/company with a Lollipop Contest? Contact Scott to set it up. 

Grass is Always Greener [On the 
Other Side] 
(Get Hip) 

21 Seeds from Get Hip's crops featuring 
The Paybacks, The Cynics, The Last 
Vegas, Rainy Day Saints, The Stems, 
Mondo Topless, Creatures of the 
Golden Dawn, New Salem Witch 
Hunters, The Ugly Beats, The Priests, 
Highschool Sweethearts, Bamboo Kids, 
Chargers Street Gang, Deep Reduction, The Razels, Breakup Society, 
Spectors, Shutdown 66, Freddy and the Foregone Conclusions, The 
Resonars, The Mainliners. 

Contest item provided by Get Hip 

Obituary 
Frozen Alive (MVD) 

Includes the "Insane" 
video, the previously 
unreleased "On the Floor" 
video, an interview with 
Frank Watkins & Trevor 
Peres, an interview with 
John & Donald Tardy, three 
documentaries - the 
making of "Insane", the 
making of "Frozen in Time" 
album, and "Backstage in 
Poland" and more! 

Contest item provided by Music Video Distributors 

Amon Amarth 
With Oden On Our Side (Metal Blade) 

Since their humble start in 1992 as an 
underground band from Tumba, a 
suburb in southern Stockholm, Amon 
Amarth have managed to establish 
themselves as one of Europe’s top 
death metal acts through hard work, 
relentless touring, and consistently solid 
albums. What has set Amon Amarth 
apart from the rest of the death metal scene since the very beginning is 
their use of Viking mythology and imagery in lyrics and artwork, as well 
as a talent for writing epic, memorable melodies, which underline their 
solemn yet barbaric approach to heavy music.  

Contest item provided by Metal Blade 

Grave 
Enraptured (MVD) 

One of Sweden's longest 
running death metal bands 
appear here for the first 
time on DVD! A superb 
show in Poland featureing 
new crushing compositions 
as well as classics such as 
"Into the Grave" or "You'll 
Never See." Loads of 
bonus video materials such 
as a selection of songs and 
footage from various gigs 
between 1990 - 2004, an interview with frontman Ola 
Lindgren, and the "Soulless" video. 

Contest item provided by Music Video Distributors 

Dwarves 
FEFU: The DVD (MVD) 

The new uncensored and clean versions 
of the FEFU video featuring the Suicide 
Girls plus 40 minutes behind the scenes 
during the making of FEFU! This 2 hour 
DVD includes a vast collection of 
archival Dwarves live performances, 
videos, and interviews spanning their 
entire career. A must for Dwarves fans, 
Suicide Girls fans, or for anyone that 
loves hot, naked chicks covered with 
blood. 

Contest item provided by Music Video Distributors 

Destroy Destroy Destroy 
Devour The Power 
(Blackmarket Activities/ 
Metal Blade) 

Destroy Destroy Destroy is 
an epic trash battle metal 
band hailing from middle 
Tennessee. When listening 
to the band one can easily 
imagine flying over a 
scorched battlefield upon the wings of a fire-breathing 
dragon, or feeling the spray of the ocean as the oars of a 
mighty Viking pirate ship propel it to new lands to raid, 
rape, and pillage. 

Contest item provided by Metal Blade 

Van Wilder 2: The Rise of Taj 

Jonny Lives, The Lashes, The Alternate 
Routes, Everclear, The Ordinary Boys, 
Punchline, The Starlight Mints, 
Buckcherry, The Exies, Brandtson, 
Marion, Raven, Reuben, Hanson, The 
Skies of America , David Hopkins, The 

The Mooney Suzuki  
The Maximum Black EP 
(V2) 

Six classic tracks of the 
band at their most raw and 
primitive!!! Plus five early 
Mooney Suzuki primordial 
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Tossers. 

Contest item provided by Total Assault 

mod-punk nuggets NEVER 
before heard by human ears!!! That’s a whole lotta 
rock’n’roll for one EP!! 

Contest item provided by V2 Music 

The Haunted 
The Dead Eye (Century Media) 

Swedish titans The Haunted will make 
their triumphant return to the U.S. this 
November on the Blackest of The Black 
tour with Danzig and labelmates Lacuna 
Coil in support of The Dead Eye, their 
highly anticipated new album that hits 
stores on Oct. 31st. This offering sees 
the band effectively combining elements 
of their previous efforts while exploring new ideas to continuously 
challenge themselves, and it is sure to surprise and possibly 
overwhelm the entire metal community. 

Contest item provided by Century Media 

Over It 
Step Outside Yourself 
(Virgin) 

With a drive and 
determination that are 
second to none, and a 
splendid record Step 
Outside Yourself that backs 
up the work ethic, Over It is 
ready to hit all your five 
senses. With a blazing opener in "Think Against the 
Grain," that will let you exercise all your aggression to 
Your Song, which can almost make you shed a tear, the 
band is really in touch with what their fans desire; a band 
that completes them. 

Contest item provided by Virgin 

Lollipop Subscription 
6 issues, each with an mp3 CD with over 
100 bands on it. Starts with the current 
issue.

Lollipop Sample Issue 
Current issue (not 
necessary same as image). 
Comes with an mp3 CD 
with over 
100 bands on it.
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